Medical Clinics

ACH Family Physicians
ACH Family Physicians
ACH Med Plus
ACH Med Plus
ACH Primary Care
ACH Primary Care
ARTHITIS CARE OF THE EASTERN SHORE
ATMORE COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
Baldwin Infectious Disease
Baldwin Infectious Disease
Bay Minette Medical Arts
Bay Minette Medical Arts
Cardiology Associates - Fairhope Office
Cardiology Associates - Foley Office
Cardiology Associates - Mobile Infirmary Office
Cardiology Associates - Providence Office
Cardiology Associates - Springhill Office
DMC ACH
DMC ACH OPT
DMC AT MIMC
DMC AT Thomas
DMC Bay Minette
DMC Billing Office
DMC Clinics
DMC Daphne
DMC Grove Hill
DMC Hillcrest
DMC Home Services
DMC Infirmary West
DMC Monr OPT
DMC Monroeville
DMC NSC
DMC Opt Spanish Fort
DMC Springhill
DMC Thomasville
DMC West
Eastern Shore Family Practice
Eastern Shore Family Practice
Eastern Shore Medical Specialists
ESAM Home Service
FM Billing Office
FM GIRBY
FM SEMMES
FM SOUTHWEST
FM WEST
GREENE COUNTY HOSPITAL
GULF HEALTH HOSPITALS
IMC - BALDWIN SURGERY TMC
IMC - BALDWIN SURGERY, P.C.
IMC - BALDWIN SURGERY, P.C.
IMC - EASTERN SHORE ADULT MEDICINE, P.C.
IMC - EASTERN SHORE ADULT MEDICINE, P.C.
IMC - FAMILY MEDICAL OF JACKSON
IMC - FAMILY MEDICAL OF MOBILE - GIRBY ROAD
IMC - FAMILY MEDICAL OF MOBILE - SCHILLINGER ROAD
IMC - FAMILY MEDICAL OF MOBILE - SEMMES
IMC - FAMILY MEDICAL OF MOBILE - TILLMANS CORNER
IMC - FOLEY MEDICAL CLINIC, PC
IMC - FOLEY MEDICAL CLINIC, PC
IMC - INDUSTRIAL MEDICAL CLINIC - DAPHNE
IMC - INDUSTRIAL MEDICAL CLINIC - WATER STREET
IMC - INDUSTRIAL MEDICAL CLINIC - WEST
IMC - MOBILE BAY OB/GYN
IMC - MOBILE BAY OB/GYN
IMC - MOBILE BAY OB/GYN
IMC - MOBILE BAY OB/GYN
IMC - MOBILE MEDICAL GROUP
IMC - MOBILE MEDICAL GROUP, PC
IMC - MOBILE MEDICAL GROUP, PC
IMC - NORTH BALDWIN OB/GYN
IMC - NORTH BALDWIN PEDIATRICS
IMC - OBSTETRICS & GYNECOLOGY ASSOCIATES
IMC - PEDIATRIC & ADOLESCENT MEDICINE
IMC - Pediatric & Adolescent Medicine, PC
IMC - Pediatric & Adolescent Medicine, PC
IMC Cancer Surgery of Mobile PC
IMC Cancer Surgery of Mobile PC
IMC Cancer Surgery of Mobile SMC
IMC CENTRAL BALDWIN PHYSICIANS PC
IMC CENTRAL BALDWIN PHYSICIANS PC
IMC- EASTERN SHORE FAMILY PRACTICE
IMC- EASTERN SHORE FAMILY PRACTICE, LLC
IMC FAMILY MEDICAL
IMC Gulf Coast Gastroenterology
MIMC NON-OR PROCEDURES
MIMC PHYSICIAN SPECIALISTS
MOBILE COUNTY EMPLOYEE CLINIC
MOBILE COUNTY EMPLOYEE HEALTH
MOBILE INFIRMARY ASSOC
MOBILE INFIRMARY MEDICAL CENTER (ACUTE)
MOBILE INFIRMARY MEDICAL CENTER (PSYCH)
MOBILE INFIRMARY MEDICAL CENTER (REHAB)
MOBILE MOLECULAR IMAGING
MOBILE SURGERY CENTER
MULTI DISCIPLINARY CLINICS
MULTI DISCIPLINARY CLINICS
NBI NON-OR PROCEDURES
NBI PHYSICIAN ASSOCIATES
NON-AFFILIATE CLINICS
NON-AFFILIATED CLINICS
NON-OR PROCEDURES
North Baldwin Family Medicine
NORTH BALDWIN INFIRMARY HOSPITAL (ACUTE)
North Baldwin Pediatrics, PC
North Baldwin Pediatrics, PC
NSC BILLING OFFICE
OAKWOOD CENTER FOR LIVING
OB/GYN of North Baldwin
PREMIER WOMEN'S HEALTH
PREMIER WOMEN'S HEALTH - Daphne
PREMIER WOMEN'S HEALTH - Monroe
PREMIER WOMEN'S HEALTH ATMORE
Rockwell Family Medical, PC
Rockwell Family Medical, PC
SBO CLINIC
SBO HOSPITAL
SOUTHEASTERN SURGICAL SPECIALISTS
SOUTHEASTERN SURGICAL SPECIALISTS
SURGICAL ASSOC OF MOBILE, PA
SURGICAL ASSOCIATION OF MOBILE, PA
TH L&D
TH NON-OR PROCEDURES
THOMAS HOSPITAL (ACUTE)
TRANSITIONAL CARE, LLC
TRANSITIONAL CARE, LLC
UAB DEPARTMENT OF NEUROLOGY AT THE KIRKLIN CLINIC
UAB SEIZURE MONITORING UNIT